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Natural selection has always been seen as a slow process. It takes generation
after generations to separate the organisms that variations succeed in their environment
from those that don’t. But recently, gradual natural change has  spiraled out of control
by the actions of humans. Climate change has just started to ramp up and with the
current trend the rate of environmental destruction will continue to get worse before it
gets better. As these changes to the physical environment occur much more rapidly, it
forces organisms to confront and adapt to new challenges in a rate we haven’t seen
before. We have no surefire way to know how organisms that are affected will adapt or
even if they will continue surviving but we can see how these changes in the
environment affects their populations by applying logic, experimental data, and the
mechanisms of natural selection to help project what behaviorally and physically these
organisms would look like in the future due to these massive environmental transition.
My project is just that, to take an in depth look at natural selection and some of the
specific mechanisms and attributes to create an illustration with captions of what the rat
population will look like in New York City after global warming has melted the ice caps.
Through this medium, natural selection can be made more relatable through the use of
a common existing animal as well as show how it is applied within the natural world. In
addition, it will handle the actual threat global warming plays to our natural ecosystem.
Yet how do we know that climate change is accelerating natural selection?
Natural selection, in it’s simplest terms, is that the environment has factors that
determine which organisms will survive and reproduce based on the traits of each
organism. It is one of the key factors, in that it dictates which traits are successful
variation and therefore which will be present in a population as it adapts overtime. We
can see how human influence has affected natural selection by adding new hazard in
an environment through examples like bacteria developing immunity to antibiotics or
bugs with pesticides [1]. We can even see a direct relation between climate and
variation on the genetic level. Labs have used Drosophila subobscura, or the fruit fly, to
show that a change in climate increases genetic variation [2].  The experiment used fruit
flies from a variety of regions and subjected them to climates a couple degrees warmer
or colders  from their natural ones. After a couple of generations, DNA was tested from
these new flies and compared  to that of the populations that were kept at their original
climates. In the end, genetic variation between the control and the experimental group

not only increase in those populations who were subjected to warmer climates but in the
colder climate groups too [2]. Not only that but all flies increased in genetic variation by
almost the same amount [2]. The climate change in this experiment increased genetic
variation due to the increased amount of advantageous mutation to adapt to the
environment [2]. This may seem confusing as mutation is a very spontaneous process
that should not be affected by the exposure to mild climate changes. In actuality, the
rate at which mutations appear is unaffected, the change is the new environment where
some of these mutations gives individuals a slight edge over those without. We can
better show why through a study done on the Red Billed Gulls. These animals have
been studied to show that due to Bergmann’s Rule, which will be discussed later, as the
temperature of their climate increase, the birds become smaller [8]. Although there were
substantial changes in the average bird size, the genetic variation between offspring
and child was constant throughout [8]. In both the case of the Red-Billed Gulls and fruit
fly we see that the average genetic variation between direct off-spring and child is
relatively constant [8]. When the climate changes however, those with variations that
are advantageous for the new environment are more likely to reproduce and therefore
become more prevalent due to these climate changes [2]. With this evidence that
climate change causes dramatic changes in populations, we can look more deeply into
how natural selection actually affects certain attributes.
 Now in simple scenarios natural selection works like this: if a population is in an
environment with X challenge those that have advantageous trait Y in response to X will
usually survive and produce offsprings making possessing trait Y the majority in a
population.  Yet in application there is a lot more that needs to be taken into
consideration. There are trade-offs for every trait [3].  An example is birds gathering
foods for their young before they go back to the nest. They are leaving the young alone
for longer and using time and energy foraging but the bird is also providing more food
for them upon return [3]. These actions however have diminishing returns and therefore
have an optimum balance of time foraging with time roosting [3]. This is not only present
in the behavioral traits of organisms but also the physical traits.  An excellent example
of this can be seen in Poecilia reticulata or guppies. Male guppies that are brighter have
a better chance of finding mates as they are easier to see and females are naturally
attracted to them [7] Yet when presented with predators, the guppies became less
bright over time, as those that were too bright were easily spotted by predators [7] This
new environmental hazard created a cost for being more eye catching [7]. We see how
a natural balance is found with the dimmer guppies as they are bright enough for
females to see without being too visible to predators.
Knowing that traits have trade offs we now have to consider what is valuable in
natural selection. This question of what is valuable leads us to the issue of senescence.
Senescence, is an organism's natural life span and it is a necessity to be balanced for

an organism to be considered successful. As determining whether an organism is fit in
the term of natural selection, an organism only really has to survive till it reproduces.
This means that traits before the point of reproduction are far more valuable than those
that are after sexual maturity [4]. Some organisms have traits that increase their fitness
before sexual maturity but then lower fitness later in life [4].  This makes the race for
sexual maturity able to greatly shorten an organism's life span and in turn inhibit their
number of offsprings thus making the trait less successful in the scope of natural
selection [4].  As an organism matures cells multiply rapidly, and as they do slight
damages occur frequently every time they repeat themselves [4]. Although, not affecting
the wellbeing of the organism at first, these can cause problems as they age older [4]. In
humans, we can see this aging damage in the appearance of grey hair as the DNA
becomes damaged from repeating so many times. An organism that matures faster
therefore will most likely die faster as these genetic malfunctions will appear more
commonly [4]. This evolutionary question of whether an organism should mature fast or
slow is greatly dependant on how their life span will most likely be in there environment.
A fly, for example, is preyed on by many predators and therefore will most likely die very
quickly [4] In response, they mature in a very short amount of time and breed quickly to
ensure their species survival [4].  An organism like a lions on the other hand, do not
face as many predators or natural hazards and therefore is able to take a longer time
developing and give rise to more offsprings [4].
With all of this in mind, we can now begin analyzing how the rats of New York
City will change.  For these prediction we are taking the ideas that rats stayed in New
York until it was flooded and that they were able to adapt to the new environment as
fact. Although there are some black rats present, the majority of New York rats are
brown rats. The diet of these creatures in the present day consist mostly of scraps from
garbage but they do have the ability to eat insects and some vegetation [11]. Most rats
live in the subway or other secluded underground areas where they make their colonies.
Considering there will be such a drastic change in environment and the population will
most likely go down, so it would be best to talk about the current behavior in terms of a
low density colony rather than a high density colonies as there are many different
behaviors between them.  Now a rat colony consists of many burrows of female rats
called a nest [11]. This nest is then usually guarded by a male who fathers the children
while the female rats actually raise the young [11]. The young rats reach sexual maturity
in 5-7 weeks and usually disperse by this time to other burrows within the colony or a
different colonies entirely [11]. The average lifespan is around 2 years and they can
possibly reproduce more than 240 young in their lifetime [11]. The main predators in the
urban area are predators like hawks, owls, and foxes but they usually remain fairly safe
staying underground or in burrows.

This will change drastically as New York floods in the future. As seen in storms of
the present day, when these tunnels flood colonies are going to be pushed to the
surface leaving them more exposed to predators [11]. These predators will decrease
average expected life spans and will give those with mutations to mature faster the
edge trading off for a decrease in natural lifespan as a whole [4]. Besides lowering
senescence, predators also will cause changes in the rodents’ hues [12]. As seen with
the rock-pocket mouse, depending on the environment, the rodents hues will naturally
evolve to blend in and avoid predators [12]. For the rats in this case, they will become
darker as the urban area of New York is a majority asphalt or abandon unlit buildings.
These changes really have no drawbacks from a natural selection standpoint as color is
not an integral part of rat mating [11] [3]. This change will occur gradually as even slight
darkening of the fur will have an advantage and will be passed on to the next
generation. In addition to color, more physical changes will occur. The average size of
these new rats would decrease by Bergmann’s Rule. Bergmann’s rule states that
animals in colder climates will be larger to keep energy inside their bodies while animals
in warmer climates will be inversely affected becoming smaller [8]. The diet of these
creatures would most likely be more insect and plant based but would still maintain its
scavenger traits as a secondary source of food as it no longer has the abundance of
human trash to eat yet still would be able to find half eaten corpses from animals like
foxes or other predators. Once again this is assuming they would still be in the area.
My actual illustration will show both the present day rat and my predicted version
showing how and why these changes happened over time. Visually I will show changes
of hue and size as well as show their new environment. However, I can't effectively
visually show all these changes. Writing wise, there will be some attributes that change
such as, life span, and diet. I will also add explanations of how and why these traits
change over time to further educate the viewer.
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